
In 2011, to raise awareness about the devastating consequences of deforestation in Madagascar,  Razia set up a 

festival in a village on the northeast coast of Madagascar,  on the edge of the Masoala rainforest, where prized tree 

species are systematically cut down without repercussions. To raise awareness among her fellow countrymen, Ra-

zia conceived,  the “Buy a Ticket, Plant a Tree,”  project.  Jaojoby, also a native of the area, was an active participant. 

An audience of 20,000 contributed to reforestation efforts, further strengthening the Antalaha-born singer’s resolve 

to keep fighting for the cause.

Razia first arrived in the United States, her adopted country, over twenty years ago, pharmaceutical degree in hand.  

In 2012, and again this year, she organized a themed tour under the banner, “Wake Up Madagascar,”  with other 

musicians from the Big Island, including noted guitar player Charles Kely.

With her new album Akory, she has given herself every means of clearly making her point through her music. While 

her 2010 album, Zebu Nation, is well worth a listen,  Akory  goes much further, achieving through style and sub-

stance what no other Malagasy artist has hoped or dared to do.

Malagasy icons

Living abroad allowed Razia to break free from the cultural shackles and preconceived notions of her native land. 

This artistic freedom proved invaluable, allowing her to bring together local musical icons, who respect each other, 

but who, had let egos get in the way of possible partnerships.

It goes without saying, locals still bear the scars, deep or shallow, of the ethnic dividing lines between them. 

“I’ve always thought that we should use diversity as a means to see the best in ourselves, not to isolate ourselves,”

Razia notes.  And that is exactly what she has accomplished, through rhythms from the north as well as from the 

south. She leads an all-star band with Rajery on Valiha, D’Gary, Teta and Charles Kely on guitar, Regis Gizavo on  

accordion, Daniel Ramaroson on marovany, Surgi Vilon Androy on  lokanga violin, and Theo Mikea on vocals for a 

duet.
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Razia Wakes Up Madagascar
Akory, a landmark album
18/12/2014 -

Razia is an artist of conviction and entrepreneurial 

spirit, taking on Malagasy music with audacity and 

vision. Now, The New York-based singer’s newest 

album, Akory, shows that Razia is taking the zebu by 

the horns.



The novelty comes from the bass, played by Anglo-Nigerian Michael Olatuja, His performance was given much 

emphasis during the audio mixing process, lending more body and greater depth to the final product. In his time, 

Manu Dibango  took a similar route with Soul Makossa, an album that became a turning point in world music.

The call of music

Razia was raised on the sounds of the local music of salegy as a small child., and on French pop music, including C. Jérôme’s Kiss Me, a song she chose 

to sing for her fist stage appearance at the age of ten. The years that Razia  then spent in Gabon with her family were filled with the music of Pierre-

Claver Akendengué, (a fervent defender of the forest in his own right,), Fela and Papa Wemba. Then came New York’s jazz scene.

Throughout the years, Razia’s strong desire to make music remained a constant presence in her life, but she was unsure of how to approach her pas-

sion. Then, one day in the late 90s, while on vacation in the Dominican Republic, everything changed. Her neighbor, none other than Louis Bertignac, 

came up to her and suggested they sing a duet on a small stage. The rest is history.

Translated from French by Nova Déjardin
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